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CEO Comments
Going into July, we expected a calm month in a classic “summer market” manner. However, this did not turn
out to be the case. The market delivered another very strong month, and in fact our equities portfolio had its
best month year to date. Over the month our equities returned a very strong +9,6%, outperforming OMXGI
that returned +7,4%.
The main event for us has been the first couple of earnings reports being released. Even adjusted for easy
comps, the reports so far have been strong. Most of our holdings are yet to release their earnings, and we hope
for the pattern of strong results to continue.
The recent worries around rising inflation and interest rates eased slightly during July. The biggest concern
from our point of view is the increased amount of cases caused by the delta variant of COVID-19. Up until
this point, the markets have not seemed to care about this uncertainty too much. However, we believe this will
be a critical data point to follow going into the autumn.
Our main focus going forward will be the remaining earnings reports, where we are hoping for continuously
strong numbers. We are preparing for the upcoming new semester, including activities during Handels
welcome weeks. We hope to be able to communicate some news about this in our next monthly report.

Ludwig Germunder
08/11/21
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Asset Manager's Comments
Hello,
Another roaring month for the equity market. During July, OMXSGI rose +7,4% and the index closed at +31,3%
YTD. Compared to OMXSGI, our equities traded +9,6% for the month and HCM is hence up +31,2% YTD.
The best performers during the month were Cellink, SBB and Latour. The worst performers were Pexip, Nekkar
and MedCap.
We made no transactions in the portfolio during the month.
The whole portfolio returned +5,1% in July, somewhat outperforming our benchmark which gained +3,9% during
the month. Global Bonds returned a positive +1,1% compared to our benchmark which was up +2,1%. Corporate
Bonds returned a positive +0,9% compared to our benchmark at +2,0%. Alternative Investments returned a positive
+2,3% compared to Barclays Hedge Fund Index which preliminary was up +0,3%. It is important to note that our
reported return in Alternative Investments is lagging with one month. This is due to the funds’ NAV’s updating
after the last day of the month.

Sincerely,
Filip Helmroth
08/11/21
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